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I want to set up a Biotech



What do I need? 

Partners? Who? Why? 

The founder team is ESSENTIAL

What am I selling? How? 

When will it be paid? 

How much money do I need? 

Where do I get it, today? 

I have an idea and  I want to create a 
Biotech to improve the world...



The 1st reality bite ....
99% of scientist have NO  absolute idea of how to 
manage a company. LACK OF BUSINESS 
TRAINING

A company is an organization oriented to ONE 
mission:

Make money by a legal, ethic and responsible 
manner

SURVIVE when the context become difficult 
due to absence of circulating money



The death valley of Biotech!

Cash Flow

Seed
Pre_ Seed

High Risk Low risk

Growth Development

Friends, Familiy & 
Fools (FFF), 
Public funding

Venture Capital

Stratategic
Investors
IPO

Private Investors?

Developmental stages of the
company



The Business Plan= to be ahead of 
the problems

Essential ���� 6 months of previous work

The key parts � FINANCE & STRATEGIC PLANS (3 years)

Put on a paper = a compromise for RESPONSIBILITY, 
PARTNER AGREEMENTS, WORKING OFF SCHEDULE

Awarness of your weak points � seek for help¡¡

Gain expertise from the experienced: Gain some training in 
Business Schools!! (IE, ESADE, IESE)

Sub-contract everything you can¡¡



A good BP has to be realistic

Bottom-up sales plan: how many comercials x sales

Based on excel

All the attention: cash flow

Competitors? Entry Barriers?

Intelectual Propierty? Patent, industrial secret

Service Company= Financial liquidity

Product company= Great Inversions

The Business Plan II



Bootstraping

If you believe in your idea & excel tells you is viable…

Put down all your money in your business for its start: 
Believe in yourself¡¡

Do all you can by yourself: fix, advertise, sell (remember that 
Steve y Steve started Apple by selling computers....)

Charge soon and delay your payments Cash is king!!

Start selling ASAP, create a prototype

Postpone orders from late payers

Sell your product/service directly with no intermediary for at 
least a couple of years



The money I

If the idea and the team is good, and your company adds a 
good thing to the world … You’ll find the money!

If you want to be a successful entrepreneur you must risk 
your own money¡ 

Constitute with enough money for a year: rent, low salaries, 
basic equipment. 

Average Biotech 100.000-200.000€ 1st year.

Installation in Scientific or Technology Park: help with grants, 
synergies, etc



Start billing  ASAP, show you may make money the old 
fashion way!)

Get help from public money: Each € from starting capital 
may rise 1€ from subvention & 3€ of soft credit

Initial Biotech value estimation iniciales rise VERY fast from 
selling rates and soft loans

Fundamental to have cash for a minimum of 12 months

The money II



It OK to star but NEVER has to be the base of the viability Do not 
incorporate them to the BP until you really have them

Programa Torres Quevedo (Doctors 50%salary)

CDTI. Programa Neotec I/II.  Require of the 25% capital

Public calls for SME-Academy collaboration: http://www.minieco.es

Local Governments 

Awards (Emprendedores XXI, Fundación EVERIS, etc)

The public money



Capital increases have to be done little by little, to avoid 
dilution of your actions: the company has more value every 
year it survives

FFF (family, friends and fools) if there is no other way

Business angels exit of the Death Valley

Institutional: ICO, CDTI, ENISA

Capital risk money

The private money



Capital risk minimum inversion ∼1 M€

Requires a 5-10 return of X 5-10 in 5 years. TIR>30% 

Capital risk wants companies that pruduce escalable 
products, no interested  in services

They impose extremely hard and sometimes confuse 
contracts (expert and expensive assistance)

The private money



Now is a good moment to start up a Biotech in 
Spain, never there have been some much 
interest, help and private money available



Academic
omics

clinical
care

4P Medicine

patients and 
MDs



3-5% of Population is born with severe genetic syndromes 

30% Population will have cancer

Age related genetic diseases�burden on the economy



2017 Custom made for any locus in human and mouse



May 2017
80 workers
12 Ph.Ds and hiring!!!
> 1500 diagnostics/month
Internationalized in
México and Brasil
Looking for R+D partners

Luciana Rodrigues, DirectoraLuciana Rodrigues, DirectoraLuciana Rodrigues, DirectoraLuciana Rodrigues, Directora
Rua Elvira Ferraz, 250

Itaim - São Paulo
Tel. +55 (11) 3044-1813

lrodrigues@nimgenetics.com



thank you so much


